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Computer-aided Autism Spectrum Disorder
Diagnosis with Behavior Signal Processing
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Abstract—Behavioral observation plays an essential role in the diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) by analyzing children’s
atypical patterns in social activities (e.g., impaired social interaction, restricted interests, and repetitive behavior). To date, this process
still heavily relies on the questionnaire survey, clinical observation, or retrospective video analysis, leading to high demand for
professionals with massive labor costs. This paper proposes a standardized platform for stimulating, gathering, analyzing, modeling,
and interpreting human behavioral data in the application of computer-aided ASD diagnosis. By a structured assessment process, the
proposed system can automatically evaluate children’s multiple social interaction skills using the captured audio-visual data and
provide the final diagnostic suggestions. We collect a multimodal behavioral database of 95 participants (71 children with ASD and 24
age-matched typical controls) in a real clinic environment, the Third Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University, China. On the clinical
database, our proposed computer-aided ASD diagnosis system obtains an accuracy of 88.42% for identifying ASD children with an
average age of 24 months, representing a performance comparable to top-level human experts. As a unified and replicable solution, it
has good potential to be promoted to less developed areas with limited high-quality medical resources.

Index Terms—Computer-aided ASD Diagnosis, Multimodal Behavior Signal Processing.

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

AUTISM Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelop-
mental disorder with the core characteristic of defects

in social communication [1]. According to the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the estimated
ASD prevalence among 8-year-old American children in-
creased to 2.3% in 2018 [2]. As a neurodiverse disorder, the
prevalence of ASD will bring critical impacts on people’s
way of life and lead to high social welfare costs.

The intervention for autistic children should begin as
early as possible [3]. However, the lack of experienced
and professional experts limits the accessibility of early-
stage ASD identification. For instance, Autism Diagnostic
Observational Schedule (ADOS) [4] is a widely-used clinical
approach, and a well-trained doctor needs to spend an
average of 10 to 20 hours on each assessment case [5].
Moreover, the interpretation of diagnostic outcomes heavily
depends on the doctor’s expertise. Hence, promoting early
diagnosis is difficult, especially in underdeveloped regions.

Many previous studies have exploited to enhance the
efficiency of clinical methods by incorporating computer
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technologies. Some researchers build vision-based systems
to model autistic children’s abnormalities in social re-
sponses [6], head movements [7], gaze patterns during face-
to-face conversations [8], and facial expressions [9]. Based
on speech processing, acoustic features can also help dis-
tinguish the ASD group from the typical development [10],
[11]. Furthermore, the wearable accelerator can help detect
ASD children’s stereotypical motor movement (SMM) [12],
[13]. Nevertheless, there is no universal framework for stim-
ulating, gathering, analyzing, modeling, and interpreting
various behavioral data. Those approaches are still limited
to laboratory settings.

The highlight of this paper is to propose a novel
computer-aided ASD diagnosis system based on multi-
modal behavior signal processing, shown in Fig. 1. We first
develop a specialized testing studio for social activities,
which can present standardized and objective audiovisual
stimuli and capture the participants’ multimodal behavioral
data. Then, we introduce autism-related domain knowledge
to build structured assessment paradigms for measuring
children’s social interaction skills in the testing studio. Fur-
thermore, a multimodal behavior signal processing frame-
work is adopted to recognize and score the participants’
behavioral characteristics. By collecting 95 participants’ as-
sessment scores and behavior features, machine learning
classifiers with leave-one-out cross-validation are trained to
provide the final diagnostic suggestions. To our knowledge,
this work is one of the first computer-aided ASD diagnosis
systems tested in a realistic clinical environment. The con-
tributions can be summarized as follows:

• We develop a standardized and editable platform
for gathering and analyzing behavioral data during
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Fig. 1. System design of the proposed ASD diagnosis framework. The complete system comprises hardware integration, autism domain knowledge,
and computer algorithms, supporting the automatic ASD diagnosis without the high demand for well-trained clinicians.

the assessment process. Doctors can set up a new
stimulus in a few steps, making the platform more
flexible in clinical research.

• We design a structured assessment process to eval-
uate children’s social interaction skills by relatively
comprehensive paradigms. The following ASD diag-
nosis is interpretable from the clinical point of view.

• The multimodal data acquisition and behavior signal
processing are unconstrained in the testing studio.
Participants can move freely in the testing studio. All
social activities take place in natural interactions.

• Finally, our proposed computer-aided ASD diagnosis
system obtains an accuracy of 88.42% on the collected
database of 95 participants with an average age of 24
months, showing accurate performance comparable
with human experts.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Clinical Methods
Currently, clinical ASD screening and diagnosis mainly rely
on two ways: investigation of medical history by scoring
checklists and behavioral observation [3].

The Autism Diagnostic Interview - Revised (ADI-R) [14]
is a questionnaire-based scoring checklist for rating autism
risks. It contains a series of interview questions for parents
to describe children’s behavioral patterns in daily life. Then,
doctors can provide the assessment results by correspond-
ing evaluation metrics. Moreover, M-CHAT [15], M-CHAT-
R/F [16], and Autism Behavior Checklist (ABC) [17] are also
widely used scoring checklists in clinics.

Behavioral observation is another measure for autism
screening and diagnosis. The Autism Diagnostic Observa-
tional Schedule (ADOS) [4] and its revised version, ADOS-
2 [18], are representative instruments in this field. They
consist of several coding components to evaluate children’s
behavioral performance in designed interactive sessions,
which can provide a reference for the following clinical
diagnosis. Usually, the worldwide gold standard of autism
diagnosis is adopting the combination of ADOS [4] and
ADI-R [14]. For children under 18 months, the doctor’s
clinical diagnosis is used as the primary suggestion [19].

2.2 Computer-aided Methods
In recent years, how computer technologies can aid in ASD
screening has become a popular topic. The most practical

solution is to speed up the existing clinical diagnosis process
through machine learning. Dennis Wall et al. [20] utilize
the ADTree algorithm to investigate the effectiveness of
assessment indicators in ADOS Module-1 [18]. The feature
selection conducted on 612 participants shows that using
only 8 of the 29 items can achieve comparable effects with
full data. Subsequent studies [21] extend this work to the
ADOS Module2 and Module-3 data within 4540 individuals,
indicating that 9/28 items of Module-2 and 12/28 items of
Module3 are adequate to detect ASD risks with the accuracy
of 98.27% and 97.66%, respectively.

With deep learning (DL) breakthroughs, machines can
help automatically detect and analyze behavioral signs
related to ASD risks, e.g., atypical visual attention [22],
[23], difficulties in orienting to name calls, social reference,
and responsive social smile [24], [25], [26], [27]. Jordan
Hashemi et al. [6] design a mobile application to engage
children’s attention and social responses, with cameras and
microphones to capture and analyze the audio-visual data
of ASD and Non-ASD children’s behaviors. Rujing Zhang
et al. [28] develop computer games and quantitative indi-
cators to evaluate ASD children’s visual perception, eye-
hand coordination, and fine motor skills. Tanaya Guha et
al. [9] utilize a computational method to figure out that
the complexity of facial emotions in children with high-
functioning autism (HFA) is less than in the regular group.
Fenglei Zhu et al. [29] develop a multimodal perception
system to quantify children’s behaviors in Response-to-
Name procedures. Moreover, the integrations of computer
vision, wearable accelerators and neural networks are also
explored to provide stereotypical motor movement reports
in children’s daily life [12], [13], [30].

Also, DL-based methods can be used to output ASD
diagnostic suggestions based on multimodal data directly.
Usually, these models follow the way of pre-training on
fundamental tasks with large-scale databases and finetun-
ing on ASD-specific tasks to solve the problem of limited
training data. Chin-Po Chen et al. [31] design several mul-
timodal behavior descriptors to discriminate different ASD
subgroups by analyzing their audio-visual data in ADOS-
based social interactions. Hung-Yi Lee et al. [10] design
a learnable acoustic segment model (ASM) to implement
an ensemble system for identifying ASD children via voice
data. Ming Li et al. [11] gather a speech corpus of mandarin
communications recorded in the ADOS sessions, then pro-
pose an automated assessment framework to detect speech
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Fig. 2. Designed testing studio. The ceiling-mounted projectors and stereo loudspeakers can display standardized multimedia stimuli, providing a
natural and immersive environment. For instance, when the child is playing with others, a bird may appear next to him or her to test the reactions to
the environment. Meanwhile, comprehensive behavior data will be recorded synchronously into video, depth, and audio signals.

and language abnormalities in toddlers with ASD. The head
movement [7], facial appearance [32], and gaze data [8] are
also discriminative features in identifying ASD.

Moreover, biomedical testing technologies bring new op-
portunities and reveal more in-depth findings. The Autism
Brain Imaging Data Exchange (ABIDE) datasets [33], [34] re-
lease over 1,000 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) samples
with ASD and associated symptoms, triggering multiple
subsequent studies adopting MRI data and deep learning
to the autism diagnosis [35], [36]. Furthermore, gene anal-
ysis [37] and electroencephalogram (EEG) signal process-
ing [38], [39] have attracted a rising number of attempts in
recent years.

The advantages and disadvantages of the aforemen-
tioned computer-aided methods can be summarized as
follows. First, the methods based on clinical document
data (e.g., ADOS, ADI-R) have superior validity and in-
terpretability, while the prerequisite of clinical assessments
highly depends on well-trained clinicians. Second, the meth-
ods based on data-driven behavior analysis usually can
work with some low-cost sensors (e.g., cameras, micro-
phones) without high demand for professionals. However,
the lack of interpretability in the black-box diagnostic pro-
cess is a big challenge for clinical practice. Third, the gene
analysis, MRI, and EEG methods need high equipment
costs. They are promising but still need to develop more.

To address these problems, we propose a computer-
aided diagnosis system to identify children with ASD by
a multimodal behavior signal processing approach. The
proposed system integrates autism domain knowledge and
computer technologies, providing a standardized, objective,
and interpretable tool for ASD diagnosis. The details of our
system design are introduced in Section 3 and Section 4.

3 ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

3.1 Hardware Design
To minimize children’s behavioral variance caused by out-
side factors, we design a testing studio to present stan-
dardized and objective audio-visual stimuli and capture the
participants’ behavioral data into RGB-D and audio signals.

Fig. 2(a) shows the appearance of the testing studio, a
box-like soundproof cube with a side length of 3.2 and a
height of 2.8 meters. Four high-definition short-focus pro-
jectors and two loudspeakers can display surround-screen
videos with relatively stereo audio effects. During the as-
sessment, children can get a relatively immersive experience
of programmable audiovisual stimuli.

Fig. 2(b) demonstrates the deployment of multimodal
sensors in the testing studio. We adopt a hybrid camera
system to balance the imaging quality of RGB cameras and
the equipment cost of depth sensors. First, 8 high-definition
RGB cameras (LBAS-U3120-23C1) are used to capture videos
at the resolution of 4096×3000. Second, 4 RGB-D cameras
(Intel@Realsense-D4552) are installed at the room corners
to provide RGB-D data at the resolution of 1280×720. All
cameras are controlled to work simultaneously at 8 FPS.
Also, wireless microphones (RODE Wireless GO II3) are
equipped to record individuals’ speech data. One is hidden
in front of the child participant’s seat, and the other two are
with the assessor and the child’s parent. Three synchronous
audio streams are gathered at the sampling rate of 16kHz.

We set up two desktop computers (Intel Core-i9 CPU,
16GB Memory, and 1TB SSD) to provide multimedia out-
put and data acquisition, respectively. After each test, the
recorded data will be uploaded to a computing workstation
(Intel Core-i9 CPU, 256GB Memory, 2TB SSD, Two Nvidia
2080-TI GPUs) with Linux-Ubuntu 18.04 operating system.
The subsequent behavior analysis on the workstation usu-
ally takes 3-4 hours for each test sample and then automati-
cally output the analysis report as a PDF file.

In this way, the comprehensive multimodal behavioral
data of the child, parent, and assessor can be gathered
and analyzed user-friendly and cost-effectively. This testing
studio can serve as a basic platform for generating pro-
grammable audio-visual stimuli and gathering behavioral
data in a clinical setting.

1. https://www.lusterinc.com/LBAS Area Scan Camera U3 /
2. https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d455/
3. https://rode.com/cn/microphones/wireless/wirelessgoii#
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Fig. 3. Grading system for designed assessment paradigms. In general, the evaluation of each paradigm is based on the child participant’s several
fundamental behaviors: looking, pointing, responding, speaking, etc. The Precise Point to OBJ represents the child correctly pointing to the target
object. The Rough Point to OBJ represents that the child performs the pointing gesture while he/she does not point in the correct direction (a large
angle error). The Reference denotes the visual reference.

3.2 Paradigm Design

To identify ASD children by analyzing their behavioral
patterns, we present a set of assessment paradigms for quan-
tifying children’s social interaction skills from eye contact,
pointing gestures, responding to joint attention, spoken lan-
guage, and appropriate behavior [26]. In the testing studio,
an assessor will lead the child and the parent to finish a
series of interactive paradigms. Then, predefined grading
rules will mark the child participant’s assessment scores.
The paradigms are introduced as follows.

3.2.1 Response to Name

Clinical research reveals that children who do not respond
to their names by the age of 12 months have relatively
high risks for autism, which can be a test with satisfactory
specificity [40]. Here, we adopt the Response to Name (RN)
paradigm to test children’s reactions to being called names.

In the assessment, the child participant is first guided
to play with toys on the desk. When his or her attention
is drawn, the assessor suddenly calls the child’s name from
behind (position 225◦ depicted in Fig. 2(b)). If the child turns
to face the caller with a language response, it will be marked
as 0. If the child’s response consists solely of looking without
speaking, it will be marked as 1. Otherwise, no response will
be marked as 2. Only in this case, the caller will repeat the
name call after a 3-second pause.

Fig. 3(a) shows the grading rules for each name call. The
max times of name calls are limited to 3, and the final score
can be obtained by adding all scores in presented name calls.
This paradigm has two sessions conducted by the assessor
and the parent as the caller, respectively.

3.2.2 Social Smile

Studies of the Still-Face paradigm show that children at high
risk of autism usually present fewer social smiles, which
means the reduction of smiles in social activities can be a
strong predictor of autism risk [41]. Therefore, we design
the Social Smile (SS) paradigm to test children’s ability to
present smiles when receiving other’s social stimuli.

This paradigm involves 4 sessions. The assessor and
parent try to amuse the child by different methods. First, the
assessor greets the child with a passional smile to test his or

her feedback on others’ positive emotions. Second, the as-
sessor praises the child and evaluates his or her response to
positive words. Third, the assessor plays an interactive game
that tickles the child, which targets observing the child’s
reaction to slight body contact. The above sessions gradually
increase the intensity of social stimuli, from distant greetings
to verbal praise to physical touching. Moreover, the parent
is asked to perform the last session by amusing the child in
any way they usually do in their daily lives.

Fig. 3(b) shows the grading rules for each session. Based
on whether the child participant can present a smiling
response and deliver eye contact, this part of the assessment
finally provides 4 individual scores ranging from 0 to 3.

3.2.3 Indicating Gesture
As a behavioral marker, the reduction of indicating gestures
in social activities has been listed as an early warning symp-
tom by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) [42]. Here, we introduce the Indicating Gesture (IG)
paradigm to test children’s ability to point to a target object
in social interactions.

In the assessment, a Bluetooth controller triggers pro-
jectors to display a picture of a predefined target object on
the walls of the testing studio. Then, the assessor begins
to ask the child where the object is. In this way, we first
examine the child’s ability to understand verbal commands
to look for the target object and then whether he or she will
point to it and present a visual reference (social reference).
Specifically, visual reference is defined as the child sharing
his or her findings with the assessor by eye contact after
pointing to the object.

As the child participant may have a personalized pref-
erence for different objects, we select three cartoons that
most kids may like: a red flower, a little tree, and a colorful
balloon. The flower, tree, and balloon are placed at 315◦, 90◦,
and 225◦ shown in Fig. 2(b). These settings lead to different
levels of task difficulty. For instance, the child can easily find
the flower if looking up a little. In contrast, he or she has to
turn head back to find the balloon. Furthermore, we add a
session to set the target object as the child’s parent, targeting
the performance of indicating gestures in social objects.

Fig. 3(c) shows the grading rules for each session. Based
on whether the child participant can find the target object by
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TABLE 1
Summary of designed assessment paradigms.

Paradigm Session Initiator Target Object Score Range

RN P1 Assessor - [0, 6]
P2 Parent - [0, 6]

SS

P3 Assessor - [0, 3]
P4 Assessor - [0, 3]
P5 Assessor - [0, 3]
P6 Parent - [0, 3]

IG

P7 Assessor Flower [0, 5]
P8 Assessor Tree [0, 5]
P9 Assessor Balloon [0, 5]
P10 Assessor Parent [0, 5]

RJA P11 Assessor Clock [0, 3]

IJA

P12 - Bird [0, 4]
P13 - Car [0, 4]
P14 - Cow [0, 4]

SA P15 Parent - [0, 2]
P16 Parent - [0, 2]

looking at it, pointing to it, and initiating a visual reference,
this assessment finally provides 4 individual scores ranging
from 0 to 5.

3.2.4 Responding to Joint Attention

Children with ASD usually show few responses to joint at-
tention in the early stage of development [43]. Many clinical
diagnostic or screening tools (e.g., ESCS [44], ADOS [4])
have included this indicator. Thus, we design the Respond-
ing to Joint Attention (RJA) paradigm to test children’s
corresponding performance.

In the assessment, the assessor points to the clock
mounted on the wall (position 180◦ in Fig. 2(b)) and asks the
question, ”Could you please tell me what time it is now?”
Then, we examine whether the child can be attracted by the
joint attention initiated by the assessor and understand the
verbal commands to finish the tasks successfully.

Fig. 3(d) shows the grading rules for this paradigm. The
Try to Look status represents the child looking around to seek
the clock while not finding the correct direction. If the child
keeps staring at the assessor’s outstretched hand without
seeking anything, the Look at Hand status will represent
that the child participant can not understand the assessor’s
words and body language. This single-session paradigm
finally provides one score ranging from 0 to 3.

3.2.5 Initiating Joint Attention

Observing children’s ability to initiate joint attention with
others is an important part of clinical assessment [44], often
used in conjunction with the RJA. Here, we design the
Initiating Joint Attention (IJA) paradigm to test children’s
ability to initiate joint attention in social interactions.

In the assessment, the child participant is guided to play
with toys. The wall screen and the stereo audio device will
suddenly display a three-second animation to attract the
child’s attention. Then, we examine the child participant’s
spontaneous reaction to the object that suddenly appears.

This paradigm contains 3 sessions with different audio-
visual cartoon materials. In the first session, a yellow bird
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Fig. 4. Statistics of ASD/TD groups in the clinical database. Barplot
graphs demonstrate the age and gender distributions of children with
ASD and TD.

flapping its wings suddenly appears on the left wall (po-
sition 270◦ depicted in Fig. 2(b)). For the second session,
a cartoon car with spinning wheels is presented to the
child’s right side (position 90◦ depicted in Fig. 2(b)). In
the third, a cartoon cow waving its ears arises on the right
rear wall (position 135◦ depicted in Fig. 2(b)). When each
animation plays, the loudspeaker closest to the location of
visual content will output the related sound material: birds
chirp, car beeping, and cow moo.

Fig. 3(e) shows the grading rules for each session. Based
on whether the child participant can find the object and
initiate joint attention by presenting the visual reference and
pointing gesture, this part of the assessment finally provides
3 individual scores ranging from 0 to 4.

3.2.6 Separation Anxiety
Since toddlers usually have strong attachments to their par-
ents, we utilize this phenomenon to design the Separation
Anxiety (SA) paradigm for testing children’s sensitivity to
the absence of their parents.

As the last part of the assessment, this paradigm requires
the parent to go out of the testing studio along the pre-
defined leaving path shown in Fig. 2(b). This idea lets the
parent walk in front of the child and explicitly makes the
leaving visible to the child. After that, we observe the child
participant’s response to the parent’s absence.

Fig. 3(f) shows the grading rules for this paradigm. If the
child obtains a score of 2, we will introduce an additional
session with more intensive language stimulation. The par-
ent will call the child’s name outside the door and say, ”Hi,
mom is leaving. You have to play alone.” Then, the grading
rules can be used again to score the additional session.

3.2.7 Summary of The Paradigm Design
The assessment proceeds smoothly and naturally. In the
beginning, the assessor and parent call the child’s name
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Fig. 5. Statistics of ASD/TD groups in the clinical database. Boxplot graphs of ADOS-2 scores depict the child participants’ characteristics from the
clinical point of view. The box stretches from the first quartile (Q1) to the third quartile (Q3) of each score distribution, with a colorful line representing
the median. The whiskers extend the box to 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR). Flier points denote scores beyond the end of the whiskers.

(RN) and greet the child with smiles (SS). After a warmup,
high-level interactions (IG and RJA) begin. When the child is
familiar with the social environment, we test whether he or
she can initiate joint attention (IJA). Finally, all participants
can leave the testing studio in the last paradigm (SA).

Table 1 summarizes the structured assessment for com-
prehensively quantifying children’s social interaction skills.
In a complete assessment, the child participant will receive
16 scores reflecting his or her performance in different
paradigm sessions. The paradigms all follow the same stan-
dard: a lower score represents more typical behavior, and a
higher score represents higher autism risk.

3.3 Database Collection

The collection and analysis of the clinical database are ap-
proved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Third
Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University and Duke
Kunshan University. We recruit Chinese children from hos-
pital clinics and social communities. A total of 116 children’s
parents agree to participate in this study. After excluding
children who cannot complete the experiments due to phys-
ical disability or genetic defects, the final database obtains
95 participants between 16-56 months old, with an average
of 24.87 months old. There are 71 children diagnosed with
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The remaining 24 chil-
dren are the normal group with Typical Development (TD).
Fig. 4 illustrates the age and gender distributions of children
with ASD and TD.

For each assessment case, the assessor will lead the child
participant and parent to finish the designed assessment
paradigms in the testing studio, usually taking 20 to 30
minutes. Then, our proposed computer system will auto-
matically mark the child’s paradigm scores which reflect the
corresponding social interaction skills. The final computer-

aided diagnostic suggestion will be given based on evalu-
ated paradigm scores and behavior features.

After completing our computer-aided diagnosis session,
each participant later took a formal clinical diagnosis pro-
cess by several experienced clinicians with at least one chief
physician. Furthermore, we invited the child participants
to take the ADOS-2 [18] and ADI-R [14] assessments for
ablation studies. Fig. 5 demonstrates the child participants’
ADOS-2 and ADI-R score distributions in different scales,
providing a fundamental portrait of children in our clinical
database.

4 ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK

We propose a multimodal behavior signal processing
framework to make the computer system mark children’s
paradigm scores automatically. During each assessment, the
assessor will hold a Bluetooth controller to switch multime-
dia outputs and guide the paradigm progress. Therefore, the
data acquisition system can record the paradigm timestamp
to cut raw data into segments containing valid durations.
Then, we design the behavior transcription system and
response parser to convert multimodal signals into human
behavioral data and calculate the child participant’s respon-
sive status in assessment paradigms. Finally, predefined
scoring rules will mark the child’s paradigm scores based
on the recognized behavioral performance. The details of
our framework design are introduced as follows.

4.1 Behavior Transcription
In the testing studio, the assessment process will be recorded
into 8 high-resolution RGB videos, 4 low-resolution RGB
videos with depth data, and 3-channel audio signals. We
propose a Multiview and Multimodal Behavior Transcrip-
tion (MMBT) system to recognize fundamental human be-
haviors from recorded data.
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Fig. 6. Pipeline of multi-person identification and localization. After the processing, the identification and location data of individuals in each input
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4.1.1 Multi-Person Identification and Localization
The core function of this module is to recognize participants’
identities and localize their positional information in each
frame of RGB videos. Several widely-used models are se-
lected and organized into a pipeline to achieve the expected
goal, shown in Fig. 6. Table 2 illustrates the performance of
selected models on their respective benchmarks.

Each RGB video first goes through an instance segmen-
tation model (SOLOv2 [45]) to extract human body regions
(bounding boxes and masks). Meanwhile, the face detection
model (RetinaFace [46]) and face recognition model (Arc-
Face [47]) extract face images to distinguish the identities
of the child, parent, and assessor. The recognized body and
face regions with the smallest intersection over union (IoU)
will be matched. Furthermore, the body regions with known
identities are collected across multiview videos to build each
individual’s body-region templates, which can be used for a
person re-identification model (BOTReID [48]) to recognize
identities of body regions without paired faces.

So far, the body and face regions extracted stay at
pixel coordinates. The RGB-D videos with depth data will
be further processed to localize the human skeleton, also
known as body keypoints. Based on extracted body re-
gions, we employ the HRNet model [49] to recognize 17
categories of human body keypoints defined in the MS
COCO Dataset [50]. The position of a person’s head will
be calculated as the center of two eyes. Finally, using the
corresponding depth data, the pixel coordinates of each
person’s 18 keypoints can be transformed into the physical
three-dimensional coordinate system by the pinhole camera
model [51].

In our MMBT system, we introduce the term Behavior
Record with the structure of an n-tuple to store all the rec-
ognized attributes of a specific person in a certain frame of
a given video. The multi-person identification and location
data in the RGB or RGB-D video can be abstracted into a
sequence of behavior records. More attributes will be added
to the behavior records in the following modules.

4.1.2 Gaze and Head Pose Estimation
Utilizing gaze data to analyze a participant’s intentions can
reveal rich information in clinical applications. However,
common eye trackers (e.g., TOBII [52]) limit the participant
to a very close distance and small range of head movement
and rotation. Here, we propose a deep learning model to
estimate the human gaze by RGB images. In the testing
studio, high-definition cameras are arranged around the
room to establish the camera-based gaze tracker system,
which can support the surrounding gaze estimation in a
contactless and unconstrained manner.

TABLE 2
Performance of used open-source models on related benchmarks. The
abbreviations of mean average precision and accuracy are denoted as

mAP and ACC, respectively.

Model Dataset Task Metric (%)

SOLOv2 MS COCO [50] Instance Segmentation mAP=41.70
RetinaFace FFDB [58] Face Detection mAP=99.22
ArcFace LFW [59] Face Recognition ACC=99.52
BOTReID Market1501 [60] Person Re-Identification mAP=95.00
HRNet MS COCO [50] Keypoint Detection mAP=77.00

We adopt the SYSUGaze database [53] for training neural
networks. The database contains 25,926 face images from
105 identities, with properties of large pose ranges, various
lighting conditions, and diverse clothing styles. Moreover, it
provides ground truth labels for both gaze and head pose,
which are demonstrated in Fig. 7(a). The head pose is rep-
resented by pitch, yaw, and roll angles [54]. The horizontal
and vertical angles describe the gaze direction.

Fig. 7(b) shows the architecture of our proposed neural
network model for jointly learning gaze and head pose
estimation. The ResNet-50 model extracts a feature vector
from the input face image. Then, three independent fully-
connected layers (FCs) can predict the pitch, yaw, and roll
angles of the head pose. The predicted head pose will
be auxiliary information to concatenate with the original
feature vector. The final two FCs are adopted to estimate
vertical and horizontal gaze angles based on the newly
constructed feature vector.

The SYSUGaze database is split into the training set (85
identities) and the test set (20 identities), with resizing each
face image to 224 × 224. Based on the objective function
used in [55], we train the proposed model by the Adam
optimizer [56] with the learning rate of 1 × 10−4. Experi-
mental results show that our proposed method achieves the
gaze estimation error of 4.87◦, a slight deviation between the
estimated gaze direction and ground truth value. Moreover,
it performs well in head pose estimation with a pitch error
of 4.90◦, yaw error of 2.92◦, and roll error of 2.37◦.

The estimated head pose and gaze angles are finally
transformed into the rotation matrix by Rodrigues’ Rotation
Formula [57]. With such a data-driven modeling approach,
we utilize multiview cameras to build a surround eye
tracker without constraints on participants in the testing
studio.
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Fig. 7. Model architecture for gaze and head pose estimation. Based on the end-to-end deep neural networks, the angle-related data can be directly
estimated from the face image.

4.1.3 Gesture Recognition
To extract each participant’s hand regions in the recorded
videos, we modify the output layer of the YOLOv5 4 detec-
tion model to be a single-class hand detector. We train it on a
large-scale mixed database with over 47,000 images, includ-
ing OUHAND [61], Hand Dataset [62], Ego Hand [63], and
TV/COCO-Hand [64]. The developed hand detector obtains
the 64.86% mAP@95 on the test sets of adopted databases.
Each detected hand region will be matched to the nearest
wrist keypoint recognized in previous modules. Thus, the
identities of extracted hand regions will not be confused.

We define three types of basic pointing gestures most
common in clinics, shown in Fig. 8. The first one (Gesture-
1) demonstrates the standard pointing gesture. The second
one (Gesture-2) depicts an imperfect pointing gesture. In
some cases, this situation may be caused by the limited
muscular movement of children with developmental delays.
The third one (Gesture-3) is a failure of the pointing gesture.
Some children may be too young to make a correct pointing
gesture but express their intentions by pointing their palms
to an object. By adding a background category to represent
the other cases, we design the visual gesture recognition in
this work as a 4-class classification task.

As no existing database is suitable for our designed
gesture taxonomy, we collect several related databases and
re-assign their labels to meet our requirements, depicted
in Table 3. Also, we introduce an open gesture evaluation
database 5 involving 2,850 hand images designed to test
model performance outside the training data. All collected
hand images are resized to 224 × 224 and fed to train a
standard ResNet-50 model [65] with a few data augmenta-
tion methods (e.g., random rotation, colorization). The final
gesture recognition system obtains an accuracy of 73.82%
on the test set. Since the testing images usually have ex-
tremely complex backgrounds, the obtained accuracy can
be regarded as satisfactory.

4.1.4 Facial Emotion Recognition
In this part, we construct a multi-task model for emotion
recognition that can distinguish smile/non-smile facial ex-
pressions and estimate the valence and arousal values based
on facial images. Therefore, the AffectNet database [66]
is selected as training data, which involves approximately

4. https://github.com/ultralytics/yolov5
5. https://gitcode.net/EricLee/classification?from codechina=yes

(a) Gesture-1 (b) Gesture-2 (c) Gesture-3

Fig. 8. Predefined target gestures.

TABLE 3
Statistics of the mixed gesture database. We select images from each

source database and re-organize them to a large-scale one.

Source Database Num. of Selected Images

American Sign Language [72] 8,700
Colombian Sign Language [73] 3,337
Indian Sign Language [74] 436
NUS Hand Posture - I [75] 240
NUS Hand Posture - II [76] 2,000
OUHands [61] 2,171
Jochen Triesch Static Hand Posture [77] 107

Total 16,991

450,000 images with two types of annotations: discrete fa-
cial expression classification (e.g., neutral, happy, sad) and
continuous emotion regression of valence and arousal.

To further improve the database quality, we propose a
processing pipeline to reduce samples with noisy annota-
tions, shown in Fig. 9. First, we investigate three related
databases with fewer images but high-quality annotations:
ExpW [67] (91,793 images), RAFDB [68] (29,672 images) and
Genki-4K [69] (4,000 images). By setting all happy labels to
the smile class and non-happy labels to the non-smile class,
we build a mixed classification database (125,465 images) for
the smile and non-smile facial expressions. Second, we split
the mixed database into the train set and validation set at the
ratio of 1 : 9. Different model architectures (ResNet-50 [65],
ResNeXt-50 [70], ResNet-18-ARM [71]) are trained to obtain
accuracies of 99.4%, 92.67%, and 92.77% on the validation
set, respectively. Based on ensemble learning, all images in
the AffectNet database are individually classified by three
models. Only samples with consistent predictions can be
chosen to constitute a cleaned subset (233,419 images).

After the data cleaning, we obtain a new version of
the AffecNet database assumed to have better annotation
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Fig. 9. Proposed data-centered processing pipeline for selecting high-
quality samples from the original AffectNet dataset. The revised multi-
task ResNet is trained on the selected database.

(a) Original AffectNet (b) Selected AffectNet

Fig. 10. The t-SNE visualization on different databases. Each point
represents the embedding vector after t-SNE dimensionality reduction.
The red and blue colors denote the smile and non-smile categories.
Fig. 10(a) visualizes results by the model trained on the original Affect-
Net database. Fig. 10(b) shows the results of the model trained on the
selected AffectNet database.

quality than the original one, which satisfies both large-
scale data and multi-task annotation. We propose a multi-
task model by modifying the ResNet-50 model [65] to have
two task-oriented Multi-Layer Perceptions (MLPs) that can
perform both classification and regression. By employing
Alex Kendall’s method [78] to weight loss functions with
different units and scales in multi-task learning, the revised
multi-task ResNet obtains an accuracy of 99.54% in the
smile/non-smile classification task. Meanwhile, it has a
mean squared error (MSE) of 0.2203 in valence regression
and 0.2313 in arousal regression.

We implement the ablation experiment by training
the proposed multi-task model on the original AffectNet
database. The result shows a classification accuracy of
96.32%, MSE of 0.2771 in valence regression, and MSE
of 0.2775 in arousal regression, proving the effectiveness
of our data cleaning method. Moreover, the outputs after
convolutional layers in the trained model are used to extract
embedding vectors. Fig. 10 shows the t-SNE [79] visualiza-
tion of the embedding vectors extracted by models trained
on original and selected AffeNet databases. As can be seen,
the embedding representations from the selected database
have a more precise classification boundary.

4.1.5 Multiview Fusion
The previous modules of the MMBT system have finished
the vision-based perception to recognize human behaviors
from each single-view camera. According to different task
characteristics, we design a comprehensive strategy to fuse
vision-perception results from the synchronized multiview
data into one for better robustness, shown in Fig. 11.

For the spatial information (head position, body key-
points, head pose, and gaze), each point or vector is initially
extracted in the respective camera coordinate system. Due to
the varying camera placements, the first part of multiview
fusion is to transform the above attributes from different
coordinate systems to a unified one. We select the first

View  
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Space
Transformation
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Detection Average

Multiview Data Fusion Strategy Fused Data

Gesture

Emotion

Gaze

Head Pose

Body Keypoints

Head Position Head Position

Body Keypoints

Head Pose
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Fig. 11. Multiview fusion strategy. The multiview data of attributes rec-
ognized by vision-based models can be fused to achieve a more robust
perception performance.

RGB camera (position 0◦ depicted in Fig. 2(b)) as the world
coordinate system of the testing studio. Then, a point in
another coordinate system can be converted into the world
coordinate system by a rigid transformation.

For example, let pc ∈ R3 represent the head position
in a given camera coordinate system. It can be transformed
into the world coordinate system by pw = R × pc + T,
where R ∈ R3×3 and T ∈ R3 denote the rotation matrix
and translation vector of the rigid transformation between
two coordinate systems, which can be obtained by the
chessboard calibration method [80]. This way, all spatial
information recognized in different cameras is unified into
the same world coordinate system.

The impulse noise caused by depth sensors often dis-
turbs the localization of head position and body keypoints.
Thus, we adopt the Isolation Forest algorithm [81] to de-
tect outliers in candidates of each point transformed from
different camera coordinate systems at the same timestamp.
After discarding the outlier with the lowest confidence score
in each frame, the remaining candidates will be averaged to
obtain the fused results frame by frame.

As the recognition of head pose, gaze, and facial ex-
pression are entirely based on facial images with proper
camera angles, we adopt the view-selection strategy for
these attributes. At each timestamp, the best camera for each
person will be chosen by recognizing the smallest yaw angle
of the head pose. Each person’s head pose, gaze, and facial
emotion come directly from the corresponding best camera.

The last part is a voting strategy to mitigate unreliable
gesture recognition caused by occluded hands. We set a
high decision threshold for the gesture recognition model to
decrease the false-positive rate in a single camera. To guar-
antee the overall false-negative rate, once more than two
of all surrounding cameras capture the pointing gestures
simultaneously, the fused result is set to the target one.

4.1.6 Speech Recognition

Beyond the multiview RGB-D signals, we also implement
an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system to extract
participants’ speaking contents in the testing studio. The
open-source toolkit Kaldi [82] is adopted due to its high
usability and efficiency.
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We collect several Mandarin corpora and re-train the
Kaldi-based ASR system to recognize Chinese conversa-
tions. The first corpus is AISHELL-2 [83], which contains
over 1,000 hours of indoor speech data from 1991 speakers,
recorded at a sample rate of 16kHz. Additionally, we include
several large-scale open corpora hosted at openslr.org with
approximately 6,953 hours of speech data speaking by 5,590
identities. Based on the mixed speech corpora, our Kaldi-
based ASR system achieves a character error rate (CER)
of 1.37% on AISHELL-1 [84] and 3.2% on AISHELL-2 [83]
benchmarks, respectively.

4.2 Response Parser
Based on the attributes extracted from the MMBT system,
we build a response parser module to determine whether
a predefined response happens during the assessment. Ac-
cording to the paradigm design, we define some basic
response categories that should be detected.

4.2.1 Look at Object
To determine whether the child is looking at the target
object at timestamp t, we obtain the child’s gaze vector
gt ∈ R3, the head position pt ∈ R3, and the target object
position ot ∈ R3 from the behavior transcription. We apply
head pose instead of gaze data when the gaze estimation is
unavailable due to occlusion. Regarding the head position
(center of two eyes) as the starting point of the gaze ray, the
angle θ between gaze direction and object direction can be
calculated by

θt = arccos
gt · (ot − pt)

∥gt∥2 × ∥ot − pt∥2
. (1)

Let E1 represent the event that the child is looking at the
target object, we define the probability of E1 at timestamp t
as follows:

Pt (E1) =
π − θt

π
. (2)

Once the probability exceeds a preset threshold, the event of
”Looking at Object” can be detected to happen.

The target object can be used in different aspects. When
setting it to the assessor or parent, E1 represents that the
child responds to the social interaction by turning his or
her head to look at the other person. If the child and
the assessor/parent look at each other synchronously, this
situation can be considered eye contact. When setting the
target object to cartoons (e.g., red flower, little tree, colorful
balloon, bird, car) displayed on walls, it is regarded that the
child looks in the direction of placing these objects.

4.2.2 Point to Object
There are two steps to decide whether a hand is pointing
to the target object. First, the child’s hand must present one
of the pointing gestures (Gesture-1 and Gesture-2 shown in
Fig. 8). Second, the angle between the pointing direction and
object direction must be small enough.

We define the extension line from the child’s elbow to
the wrist as the pointing direction of the hand. Let et ∈ R3,
wt ∈ R3, and ot ∈ R3 denote the elbow, wrist, and target
object coordinates at timestamp t. The angle α between the

pointing direction and the object direction at timestamp t
can be calculated by

αt = arccos
(ot − et) · (wt − et)

∥ot − et∥2 × ∥wt − et∥2
. (3)

Let E2 represent the event that the child participant’s hand
is pointing to the target object. We define the probability of
E2 at timestamp t as follows:

Pt (E2) =
π − αt

π
× Pt (G) , (4)

where Pt (G) ∈ [0, 1] indicates the probability that the
corresponding hand is recognized as the pointing gesture.
This policy ensures that E2 can be determined to happen
only if the child points in the correct direction and expresses
a pointing gesture at the same time.

We calculate the Pt (E2) for the child’s two hands over
all timestamps. Once there is a moment that one of the
two pointing probabilities exceeds a preset threshold, the
event of ”Point to Object” can be detected to happen. If the
child only shows a pointing gesture without pointing in the
correct direction, this situation will be considered a ”Rough
Point to Object” event introduced in Fig. 3(c)).

4.2.3 Smile
To determine whether the child is smiling at timestamp t,
we obtain the child’s facial expression category (smile/non-
smile), valence, and arousal from the MMBT system. We
adopt the estimated emotional valence to adjust the decision
sensitivity rather than only using the categorical label to
provide a binary decision.

Let E3 denote the event that the child participant is
smiling. We define the probability of E3 at timestamp t as
follows:

Pt (E3) = Pt (S)× Pt (V ) , (5)

where Pt (S) ∈ [0, 1] and Pt (V ) ∈ [0, 1] are the confidence
score of the smile category and emotional valence estimated
by the MMBT system. Once the probability exceeds a preset
threshold, the event of ”Smile” can be detected to happen.
As valence refers to the pleasantness of an emotional state,
the computation of Pt (E3) incorporates both the occurrence
of a smile expression and its emotional intensity.

4.2.4 Speak
Based on automatic speech recognition (ASR), the computer
system can search for target keywords (e.g., child’s name,
assessor’s questions) occurring in each participant’s micro-
phone data. We modify the ASR outputs to build a keyword
spotting (KWS) system for detecting the occurrences of a
given keyword.

However, it is hard to match the child’s name from
the original ASR outputs due to Chinese homophones.
Hence, we first convert the ASR predictions from word to
phoneme by MDBG Chinese Dictionary6. Then, Levenshtein
distance [85] with a shifted window is used to measure the
difference between phonemes of window content and the
keyword. The keyword occurrence can be detected once the
Levenshtein distance is lower than a threshold.

6. https://www.mdbg.net/chinese/dictionary
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A1 R3

Asking: Where is the tree? Response 1: Look at Object Response 2: Point to Object Response 3: Visual Reference

R1 R2

Fig. 12. Demonstration of rule-based paradigm scoring. The line chart represents the probabilities of different responses (events) occurring during
the assessment. In the beginning, the assessor asks the child: ”Where is the tree? Could you please help me find it?” One second later, the child
looks at the tree displayed on the wall. Then, he presents a pointing gesture in the direction of the tree. After a brief pause, the child turns his head
back to share findings with the assessor, which is recognized as a visual reference. According to the predefined grading rules, the score of this
case can be marked as 0.

TABLE 4
Performance of paradigm scoring by the computer system and two annotators. The statistics are calculated by setting the Svote as the ground

truth. ACC, MAE, and Kappa are the abbreviations of accuracy, mean absolute error, and Cohen’s kappa coefficient.

Paradigm Level Range Scomp Sanno1 Sanno2

ACC (%) MAE Kappa ACC (%) MAE Kappa ACC (%) MAE Kappa

Response to Name (RN) 7 [0, 6] 73.68 0.6105 0.6222 94.18 0.1164 0.9148 92.59 0.1852 0.8913
Social Smile (SS) 4 [0, 3] 69.17 0.4424 0.5508 75.07 0.3686 0.6355 83.65 0.2440 0.7576
Indicating Gesture (IG) 6 [0, 5] 66.49 0.6383 0.4621 83.33 0.2715 0.7514 80.32 0.3191 0.6899
Responding to Joint Attention (RJA) 4 [0, 3] 72.34 0.4574 0.6179 79.35 0.2391 0.7211 87.10 0.1398 0.8212
Initiating Joint Attention (IJA) 5 [0, 4] 76.68 0.3852 0.6894 82.08 0.2688 0.7625 80.21 0.3463 0.7346
Separation Anxiety (SA) 3 [0, 2] 89.87 0.1203 0.8449 94.19 0.0814 0.9090 91.82 0.1006 0.8703

With this KWS system, our system can acquire the name-
calling timestamps in the Response to Name paradigm.
Similarly, in the Indicating Gesture paradigm, the start time
when the assessor begins to ask questions can be known. If
only considering the presence of spoken words in the child’s
audio stream, it can be used to determine whether the child
presents a verbal response.

4.2.5 Leave

The Separation Anxiety paradigm relies on detecting
whether the child follows his or her parent to leave the
testing studio. Let E4 represent the event that a target
person walks out of the testing studio. The closer the person
is to the door, the more likely he or she is to leave. As
coordinates of each person’s positions can be obtained from
the MMBT system, we define the probability of event E4 at
timestamp t as follows:

Pt (E4) = 1−
min(∥pt − od∥2 , D)

D
, (6)

where pt denotes the target person’s coordinates; od denotes
the door position in the testing studio. D represents the
maximum diagonal length of the testing studio to normal-
ize Pt(E4) ∈ [0, 1]. Once the probability exceeds a preset

threshold, the computer system can obtain the timestamps
of the parent or child leaving the testing studio.

4.2.6 Rule-based Scoring
By the response parser, participants’ behaviors in the testing
studio can be summarized into several basic categories:
Look at OBJ, Point to OBJ, Smile, Speak, and Leave. Each item
of them needs several preset thresholds to determine the
occurrence of a target behavior. As the testing studio has a
wide range of activity space, those thresholds do not rely on
overly strict settings. Before the formal database collection,
we test a few preliminary samples and set the thresholds
empirically by observing these case studies. Finally, the
assessment score of each paradigm can be easily marked
by corresponding tree-like grading rules. Fig. 12 shows an
example of scoring the second session of the Indicating
Gesture paradigm.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our designed diagnosis pipeline starts by leading children
to finish a series of assessment paradigms. Then, their social
interaction skills can be estimated based on their perfor-
mance during the assessment, and the final diagnostic sug-
gestion will be further determined. Therefore, we evaluate
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TABLE 5
Comparison of paradigm scoring between two annotators. The

statistics are calculated by setting one of the annotators as ground truth
and the other as testing data.

Paradigm Level Range ACC (%) MAE Kappa

RN 7 [0, 6] 88.83 0.2287 0.8365
SS 4 [0, 3] 64.77 0.5068 0.4829
IG 6 [0, 5] 69.62 0.4866 0.5338
RJA 4 [0, 3] 70.33 0.3077 0.5989
IJA 5 [0, 4] 70.61 0.4444 0.6073
SA 3 [0, 2] 86.54 0.1667 0.7865

the proposed computer-aided ASD diagnosis system from
three aspects: the performance of paradigm scoring, the
effectiveness of paradigm design, and the use of machine
learning in ASD diagnosis.

5.1 Evaluation of Paradigm Scoring
Based on the proposed multimodal behavior signal pro-
cessing framework, each child participant can obtain 16
assessment scores to quantify his or her social interaction
skills in multiple aspects. Scomp denotes the collection of all
children’s paradigm scores in the clinical database, which is
given by our computer system automatically.

Moreover, two professionals with over three years of
clinical experience review the recorded videos to mark
the paradigm scores independently, providing the scoring
results Sanno1 and Sanno2. Then, inconsistent labels will be
retrospected to address the controversial annotations, result-
ing in the revised scoring results Svote. Table 4 evaluates the
scoring results of the computer system and two annotators
from both classification and regression perspectives.

The highest accuracy for the computer system is 89.87%
on the Separation Anxiety (SA) paradigm, which is close to
the two annotators (94.19% and 91.82%). The Response to
Name (RN) paradigm is easy for two annotators to obtain
94.18% and 92.59% accuracy. However, the computer cannot
localize name-calling timestamps in occasional dialects as
accurately as humans. Our proposed computer system only
has an accuracy of 73.68%. For the Responding to Joint At-
tention (RJA) and Initiating Joint Attention (IJA) paradigms,
the computer system shows acceptable accuracies not much
worse than human performance.

The computer system has relatively poor accuracy in
scoring the paradigms of the Social Smile (69.17%) and
Indicating Gesture (66.49%). Besides the complex scoring
levels, subjectivity is a common problem in both tasks.
For instance, the decision-making for the smile and non-
smile appearance is highly confusing in the SS paradigm.
Furthermore, the IG paradigm needs to distinguish between
precise and rough pointing, which is more ambiguous than
only finding the pointing gesture occurrence.

Mean absolute error (MAE) can also provide an evalu-
ation from the regression perspective. The lower the MAE
value, the better performance it represents. The computer
system obtains its top-2 worst results in the IG and RN
paradigms: 0.6383 and 0.6105. Although the IG and RN
paradigms have a relatively larger scoring range than oth-
ers, their MAE values are still smaller than 1. Moreover,
the computer system achieves an MAE value of less than
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Fig. 13. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of ASD classifi-
cation based on the sum of 16 scores in all paradigms.
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Fig. 14. Area under the ROC curve (AUC) rankings of individual
paradigms obtained by different versions of paradigm scoring.

0.5 in all other items, which indicates that the misclassified
computer scores are close to the actual values.

Table 5 compares the inconsistency between the two
annotators. We introduce Cohen’s kappa coefficient for mea-
suring the inter-rater agreement for categorical variables.
Apart from the RN and SA paradigms, the kappa value be-
tween Scomp and Svote in Table 4 does not show significant
disadvantages compared to human-to-human consistency.

5.2 Evaluation of Paradigm Effectiveness
We adopt the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve to test whether the assessment paradigms contribute
to the ASD diagnosis. Specifically, once the total score of
given paradigms exceeds a predefined threshold, the child
participant is classified into the ASD group. By traversing
different thresholds, we analyze the ROC curves and the
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TABLE 6
Pearson correlation coefficients (PCC) between our designed paradigm, ADOS-2, and ADI-R scores. The ADOS-2 and ADI-R have three scales in
different assessment aspects. The paradigm scoring can be obtained by the computer system, the two annotators, and their votes. P denotes the

p-values for testing non-correlation under a 0.95 confidence interval (CI).

Paradigm Score
ADOS-2 ADI-R

Commu-
nication

Social
Interaction

Stereotyped
Behavior Total Reciprocal

Social Interaction
Commu-
nication

Restricted
Repetitive Behavior Total

Scomp 0.5133 0.6790 0.3889 0.6856 (P < 0.001) 0.6865 0.5234 0.3271 0.6383 (P < 0.001)
Svote 0.5524 0.6999 0.4720 0.7337 (P < 0.001) 0.6872 0.4690 0.2846 0.6100 (P < 0.001)
Sanno1 0.5271 0.7223 0.4690 0.7568 (P < 0.001) 0.6803 0.4527 0.2764 0.5983 (P < 0.001)
Sanno2 0.5228 0.7042 0.4859 0.7446 (P < 0.001) 0.6447 0.4547 0.2694 0.5788 (P < 0.001)

TABLE 7
Performance of Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Naive Bayes (NB) models trained on different versions of paradigm

scoring.

Input Data Classifier Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-Score (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Scomp

LR 80.00 84.21 90.14 87.07 90.14 50.00
SVM 84.21 91.18 87.32 89.21 87.32 75.00
NB 80.00 88.24 84.51 86.33 84.51 66.67

Svote

LR 77.89 82.89 88.73 85.71 88.73 45.83
SVM 77.89 86.76 83.10 84.89 83.10 62.50
NB 80.00 90.62 81.69 85.93 81.69 75.00

Sanno1

LR 78.95 83.12 90.14 86.49 90.14 45.83
SVM 80.00 85.14 88.73 86.90 88.73 54.17
NB 82.11 90.91 84.51 87.59 84.51 75.00

Sanno2

LR 77.89 83.78 87.32 85.52 87.32 50.00
SVM 82.11 88.57 87.32 87.94 87.32 66.67
NB 81.05 90.77 83.10 86.76 83.10 75.00

areas under the ROC curves (AUC) of individual paradigms
and their combination.

Fig. 13 shows the ROC curve based on the sum of 16
scores in all paradigms. The computer system obtains an
AUC of 0.8468, comparable to the human-scoring results.
Moreover, the Svote does not obtain the highest AUC value,
which means the most objective scoring does not necessarily
lead to the best ASD identification. Although the paradigm
scoring between the computer system and two annotators
has an accuracy gap, they still show relative performance in
the ROC analysis.

Fig. 14 shows the AUC values of individual paradigms.
The human-labeled Svote, Sanno1, and Sanno2 have iden-
tical rankings. Differently, the Social Smile (SS) paradigm
scored by the computer system has a relatively higher
AUC ranking. We speculate that this is due to the greater
consistency of the computer system in recognizing facial
expressions, as opposed to human subjectiveness.

Furthermore, we compare our paradigm design with
existing clinical toolkits: ADOS-2 [18] and ADI-R [14]. Ta-
ble 6 illustrates the Pearson Correlation Coefficients (PCC)
between the child participants’ total score of our paradigms
and the multiple scales of ADOS-2 and ADI-R assessments.
Regardless of the scoring methods, the child participants’
paradigm scores show clear positive correlations with the
scales of Social Interaction in ADOS-2 and Reciprocal Social
Interaction in ADI-R. As our paradigm design targets the
evaluation of social interaction skills, the correlations be-
tween our paradigm scores and the other scales in ADOS-2
and ADI-R are not significant enough.

TABLE 8
Summary of adopted quantitative indicators for each assessment

paradigm. Each response can be described by one or two quantitative
indicators according to different paradigm characteristics.

Paradigm Response Indicator

Latency Duration Intensity

RN Turn to Caller ✓ ✓

SS Smile ✓ ✓
Eye Contact ✓ ✓

IG
Look at OBJ ✓ ✓
Point to OBJ ✓ ✓
Visual Reference ✓ ✓

RJA Look at Hand ✓ ✓
Look at Clock ✓ ✓

IJA
Look at OBJ ✓ ✓
Point to OBJ ✓ ✓
Visual Reference ✓ ✓

SA Turn to Parent ✓ ✓
Follow to Leave ✓

5.3 Evaluation of ML-based ASD Diagnosis

5.3.1 Diagnosis by Paradigm Scores

After completing the assessment, a child participant will
obtain 16 scores in all paradigm sessions. Based on the 16-
dimensional feature vector built on paradigm scores, three
widely-used machine learning classifiers with small-size
data are adopted as benchmark models: Logistic Regression
(LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Naive Bayes (NB).
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TABLE 9
Comparison of Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Naive Bayes (NB) models trained on quantitative features and the

combination with paradigm scores. In the brackets are the gaps to the baseline performance of models trained on paradigm scores only. The bold
represents the best performance in each column.

Input Data Classifier Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-Score (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Fcomp

LR 83.16 (+3.16) 87.67 (+3.46) 90.14 88.89 (+1.82) 90.14 62.50 (+12.5)
SVM 86.32 (+2.11) 90.28 (-0.90) 91.55 (+4.23) 90.91 (+1.70) 91.55 (+4.23) 70.83 (-4.17)
NB 82.11 (+2.11) 89.71 (+1.47) 85.92 (+1.41) 87.77 (+1.44) 85.92 (+1.41) 70.83 (+4.16)

Scomp ∪ Fcomp

LR 84.21 (+4.21) 87.84 (+3.63) 91.55 (+1.41) 89.66 (+2.59) 91.55 (+1.41) 62.50 (+12.5)
SVM 88.42 (+4.21) 92.86 (+1.68) 91.55 (+4.23) 92.20 (+2.99) 91.55 (+4.23) 79.17 (+4.17)
NB 81.05 (+1.05) 89.55 (+1.31) 84.51 86.96 (+0.63) 84.51 70.83 (+4.16)

Children with ASD are regarded as positive samples for the
binary classification task. On the contrary, TD children are
grouped into a negative category. We train and evaluate the
models by the leave-one-out cross-validation method.

Table 7 shows the performance of adopted models
trained on different versions of paradigm scorers. None of
the three classifiers express a dominant advantage over the
others, which shows that the paradigms are well-designed
to integrate with ASD clinical experience. The size of the
clinical database is not large enough to bring significant
discrepancies for those data-driven models.

Comparing different versions of paradigm scores, the
Scomp leads to the SVM model reaching the highest accu-
racy of 84.21% and the F1-score of 89.21%. NB model has
a stable performance to obtain an accuracy of over 80% in
all kinds of input data. Svote shows relatively poor perfor-
mance than Sanno1 and Sanno2. Again, the most objective
scoring results do not have the best effects on the ASD
diagnosis. Since two annotators are ASD specialists with
years of professional experience, their scoring processes
will inevitably involve more subjective judgments according
to the participant’s overall performance (e.g., vocal mood,
micro facial expression and body language). Therefore, the
specialist-scored results may imply more rich information
than rigid computer-scored rules.

5.3.2 Diagnosis by Quantitative Behavior Features
We further improve the computer system by introducing
quantitative behavior features that are not available for
human scoring. Based on the recognized human behaviors
with timestamps, we define three kinds of indicators:

• Latency: the time gap between the start of a social
stimulus and the child’s response. For example, if
the parent calls the child’s name at time t0 and the
child looks at the caller at time t1, the latency of this
response will be t1 − t0.

• Duration: the period of a specific response. For ex-
ample, if the child’s smile begins at time t1 and ends
at time t2, the duration of this response will be t2−t1.

• Intensity: the proportion of a response duration in
a paradigm session. In the Social Smile paradigm,
it is difficult to determine when the assessor begins
to amuse the child participant. Hence, intensity is
adopted instead of latency.

Table 8 illustrates how we represent the original re-
sponses by different quantitative indicators. Each essential
response can be described as a subset of latency, duration,

and intensity. As the age distribution of children in our
clinical database is relatively young, there are too many
missing values for the Speak response. Here we drop this
feature. Moreover, the parent’s leaving means the end of
the assessment process, and there is no duration for the
subsequent behaviors. The Leave response is just described
by latency. In this way, each child participant’s assessment
performance can be described by a 72-dimensional feature
vector representing the latency, duration, and intensity of
responses in paradigm sessions.

The collection of all children’s quantitative features is
denoted as Fcomp. Each feature dimension is normalized to
[0, 1]. Sometimes, the child participant may not respond to
external stimuli at all. For these situations where quantita-
tive features cannot be calculated, we directly set the default
latency to 1 while duration and intensity to 0, reflecting
the worst social response. Furthermore, we incorporate the
paradigm scores and quantitative features to build a new set
Scomp ∪ Fcomp, which aims to take advantage of both.

Table 9 evaluates the models trained on Fcomp and
Scomp ∪ Fcomp. In most evaluation metrics, quantitative
features outperform score-based features by introducing
continuous variables that may contain more fine-grained
information than discrete paradigm scores. In addition, the
system performance can be further improved by combin-
ing quantitative and score-based features, with confusion
matrices depicted in Fig. 15. The SVM model trained on
Scomp ∪ Fcomp achieves the highest accuracy of 88.42%
and F1-score of 92.20%. Although the collected database has
imbalanced ASD/TD groups, the best model still obtains a
sensitivity of 91.55% and specificity of 79.17%, representing
a competitive performance.

5.3.3 Discussions
Experimental results of Table 6 and Table 7 demonstrate
the validity of our paradigm design in ASD diagnosis,
which proves the links between ASD risks and atypical
behavioral patterns (e.g., visual attention [22], [23], orient-
ing to name call, social reference, and responsive social
smile [24], [25], [26], [27]). In addition, Table 9 shows that
advanced improvements can be obtained by quantitative
behavioral features extracted by the computer system. Our
proposed Behavior Signal Processing (BSP) framework is a
more comprehensive and practical solution than previous
methods [6], [9], [28]. Unfortunately, the current BSP frame-
work still lacks the evaluation of participants’ stereotypical
motor movement. We will study how to add this function
unconstrainedly in the version.
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Fig. 15. Confusion matrices of Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Naive Bayes (NB) models trained on the combination
of paradigm scores and quantitative features from the computer system.

To analyze the diagnosis results of the obtained best
model, we inspect the medical history of the 11 participants
misclassified in the SVM confusion matrix shown in Fig. 15.
(1) The false-negative participants have an average age of
26.36 months old. One participant has accepted intervention
for half a year before joining our experiments. Another one
is the high-risk cohort whose sibling has been diagnosed
with ASD. Both had mild symptoms, which are complex
samples for clinical diagnosis. (2) The false-positive par-
ticipants have an average of 19.9 months old. All of them
are no older than 24 months old. In contrast, all the false-
negative participants are not younger than 24 months old. It
shows that the behaviors of too young children are often
affected due to incomplete body development. For older
children, the judgment of their behaviors should have some
adjustments in the future.

We retrospect recorded videos of the misclassified partic-
ipants. In some cases, the children can express appropriate
responses, proving that they cannot be explained as a lack
of social skills. However, the grading scope of our paradigm
design fails to include all possible behaviors. These case
studies show that it is difficult to deal with all ASD groups
with the same standards. In future work, researchers would
be inspired to consider multi-scale evaluation metrics for
different groups (e.g., age, gender, medical history) and a
broader scope of behavior analysis in the paradigm design.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a computer-aided ASD diagnosis sys-
tem integrating the hardware, algorithm, and ASD domain
knowledge. In our clinical database of 95 participants with
an average age of two, the computer system obtains its
highest accuracy of 88.42% for ASD diagnosis, represent-
ing a comparable performance with human experts. The
developed system has been deployed for routine tests in
our partner hospital.

The most significant contribution of our work is to pro-
vide a standardized, objective, and programmable platform
for stimulating, gathering, analyzing, modeling, and inter-
preting behavioral data in the application of computer-aided
ASD diagnosis. Our work provides a replicable solution:
behavioral data collected from different institutions can
be analyzed jointly in a unified framework. In the future,
the equipment will be duplicated to acquire valuable data

continuously. Furthermore, we will further investigate end-
to-end approaches for ASD diagnosis in the next stage.
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